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Letter from the Chair:
Hello Delegates!
My name is Elena Soisson and I will be your chair for the Ad Hoc Committee of the Secretary General
for this year’s SHUMUN conference! For an icebreaker, I am a junior International Relations and Economics
major also studying Arabic. I am from Hillsborough, NJ, which is just outside Princeton. Although I never
participated in Model UN in high school, I have been a member of the club at Seton Hall since the beginning of
my freshman year. Since then, I have had the fantastic opportunity to compete at 6 conferences, and serve as
Treasurer and now Vice President of Seton Hall United Nations Association.
Despite being from New Jersey, I am remote this semester. In quarantine I have made an effort to
expand my hobbies. I have learned how to cook many family recipes from the Middle East, built my own garden
and grew a variety of squash, tomatoes, cantaloupe, grapes, figs, zucchini, etc. You eat it, I probably grew it. I also
began running, and completed my first half marathon in September. I have also started interning with the US
Department of State this semester in the Bureau of the Near East! So, there have been some roses to this
pandemic thing after all.
With this being an Ad Hoc committee, I cannot discuss the details of this committee with you, but I
hope you are just as excited as I am once you find out.
This committee is a crisis committee, therefore delegates should use both in room debate and crisis to
achieve their goals. With an abundance of resources at your disposal, I am excited to see what you come up with!
I hope everyone is staying safe in these crazy times. If you have any questions, do not be afraid to shoot
me an email!
Your Chair,
Elena Soisson
elena.soisson@student.shu.edu
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Letter from the Crisis Director:
Dear Delegates,
Greetings, and welcome to the SHUMUN Ad Hoc! My name is Stephen Hoffman, and I will be your crisis
director for this weekend. Despite being unable to hold SHUMUN in person this year, I am confident that
delegates will still have the same thrills and excitement virtually. Having been a delegate in a virtual setting
before, I know there will be changes and adjustment, and I am happy to be of assistance in facilitating this
transition.
I am currently a senior at Seton Hall majoring in Political Science and History, with a minor in Middle Eastern
Studies. My Model UN experience is quite expansive, despite having only begun Model UN in my freshman year
of college. I am in the waning months of my second term as the President of SHUNA, our competitive Model
United Nations organization, and have also served as treasurer for the team, as well as head delegate for many of
our own competitive conferences. As I am writing this letter, I have competed at 14 conferences, but that
number is certain to grow before our time together in April. I also founded HallMUN and served as its first
Secretary-General in its inaugural year. This conference was founded to serve as a virtual adaptation to the
COVID pandemic, and helped to welcome collegiate MUN online as the first virtual conference on a national
level. I am also on staff with Best Delegate, having served as a Diplomacy Fellow and Media Team member in the
past. As such, I am very familiar with Model UN in the virtual environment.
In previous iterations of SHUMUN, I worked as a chair and vice-chair, and was slated to crisis-direct the Silicon
Valley committee prior to the cancellation of last year’s conference. Nearly my entire wealth of experience (both
competing and staffing) lies in crisis committees, as I love to see the creativity and tenacity delegates are able to
put on display in these scenarios. Each aspect of my own experience will be on display in this committee, and I
hope that delegates will bring their own knowledge and strengths into this environment to make it as
competitive and fun a committee as possible.
I love Ad Hoc committees because they truly challenge each aspect of a delegate’s abilities. Elena and I have
extensive experience in committees like this, and are looking to bring some of the excitement and uniqueness
from collegiate Ad Hocs into the first ever to be held by SHUMUN. While this committee will certainly be
difficult, it will be equally rewarding, as delegates are certainly in for one of the most unpredictable and
fast-moving weekends of their Model UN career.
Ad Hocs are limited only by the imagination of the delegates, and I encourage each member of the committee to
bring that same element of imagination with them into SHUMUN. While I will be unable to answer questions
that are directly related to the topic of our committee, I am certainly available to discuss any other questions or
concerns you may have.
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Due to my impending graduation, this committee will be my last time being involved with Model UN as a
student at Seton Hall. As such, I will ensure that this committee is an unforgettable experience for both
delegates and staff, and will remind delegates that virtual Model UN can be just as special, even though we
cannot be together in person.
Best wishes,
Stephen Hoffman

Notes on Procedure
1. SHUMUN uses Parliamentary Procedure (often abbreviated as Parli Pro) to run
committee. A cursory Google search will give you more than enough information on how
this is used in Model UN, and any other questions can easily be addressed in committee.
2. SHUMUN has a zero-tolerance policy regarding bullying, offensive remarks, harassment,
discrimination, or anything of the sort. Model UN should be a fun activity for delegates to
participate in and no one should feel excluded at any point during the weekend. If at any
point Senior Secretariat is notified of any violation of this policy, the delegate and advisor
will be contacted and the issue will be discussed, potentially resulting in expulsion from the
conference or disqualification from awards. In general, if you think even for a second that
something would offend someone, don’t do or say that thing.
3. Profanity is prohibited.
4. Pre-writing is defined as any notes or directives written outside of committee time and is
strictly prohibited. Delegates are allowed to bring research into committee, but not
pre-written notes or papers. Engaging in pre-writing will result in immediate
disqualification from award consideration.
5. If you need to use the restroom during committee, you do not need to raise your hand or
ask permission.
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Acknowledgement of Native Land and Interaction
This committee will give delegates a chance to step into the shoes of the European colonizers in
their journey to establish their settlement in the “New World”. Within this journey came both friendly
and tumultuous relations with those who had been inhabiting this land for centuries prior. This
committee gives delegates an opportunity to rewrite the history of this relationship, so it is not only
encouraged but required that delegates treat these relationships with an abundance of respect and
consideration, and prioritize diplomacy in these interactions. Any action or treatment towards
Native Americans in this committee that is inappropriate, violent, or prejudiced/insensitive
will not be tolerated, and may result in the reportingof such issues to the secretariat and/or
advisors. To understand more about the recreation of these relationships through meaningful and
peaceful dialogue, delegates are encouraged to research tribes native to the region and the successful
methods of communication between societies.
Like much of the tri-state area, the land that now constitutes Seton Hall University in South
Orange, New Jersey was home to the Munsee Lenape tribe. Jamestown finds itself within territory of
the Paspahegh tribe, a member of the Powhatan Confederacy. Delegates should ensure to treat these
groups and topics with respect during the conference
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Welcome
May 14, 1607
Dear Council Member,
It is my distinct honor to welcome you to the colony of Jamestown, a newly formed settlement of the
English Crown to the New World. The journey was long and tumultuous, but life in this new town is certain
to improve. Our progress in establishing our system of governance and roles for our townspeople is fantastic
progress, and things are certainly looking up.
I write with a reminder of the current status of the colony. Yesterday, we successfully plotted out the
area for which we named Jamestown, an ode to our dear King James. Our ships (The Susan Constant,
Godspeed, and Discovery) carried 104 Englishmen, who decided upon Jamestown to be the permanent location
of our settlement. Upon our arrival, the adult passengers decided to form the Council, composed of 25 leaders of
the community, and they elected myself as President of the Council. Now that this business is complete, we may
now begin focusing on some of the larger issues in the colony.
We have many issues to discuss, each of which is laid out with more information in this pamphlet.
Please familiarize yourself with these issues to be best prepared for discussions with fellow councilmembers.
Laws can be passed on behalf of the council by passing a directive with agreement from a majority consensus of
the Council. You are free to pursue your own interests through personal crisis notes. The future of Jamestown
is in your hands, and our town is counting on you.
Warmest regards,

Edward Wingfield
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The Jamestown Colony
Background Information
The Formation of the Colony
In December 1606, three ships departed England on a mission funded by the Virginia Company,
who had recently been given authority to form a settlement on the east coast of North America.1
This mission was backed and supported by King James I, and served as the first permanent
settlement of the English in the New World. While Jamestown was the first to find success, the
previous failure of colonization at Roanoke should certainly weigh heavily on the colonist’s minds.
This colony was founded near present-day Williamsburg, Virginia, and consisted of roughly 105
colonists.2 While the settlers found comfort in the location’s surrounding and deep water with its
ease of access and defense, they quickly faced problems with the marshy conditions of the land and
climate.3 The colonists at Jamestown faced a multitude of difficulties, all of which will be
incorporated into this committee.

1

Price, David: “Jamestown Colony” (Encyclopedia Britannica).
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
2
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Governing System
Upon their arrival to Jamestown, the colonists elected a group of dignified individuals to lead the
group to success. These individuals will represent the Council and will have the authority to make
decisions regarding the allocation of resources, resolution of disputes, and day-to-day decisions of
the town. This committee will represent this Council, with the delegates making collaborative
actions for the betterment of Jamestown through in-committee directives, and can pursue their
own personal interests through their notes to the backroom, known as crisis notes.
Colonial Loyalties
Since this colony is chartered by the Virginia Company and is loyal to the British crown, it is
expected that delegates act with the best interest of the crown in mind. A representative of the
crown will be present in the committee, and will be ensuring that the crown’s wishes are being
executed in the colony. Correspondences with James VI through action in crisis notes is possible,
but could take added time to hear a response.
Relations with Indigenous Peoples
The Native Americans and the Jamestown colonizers had a complicated relationship. In the
beginning, the Natives were aggressive towards and wary about the settlers since their previous
experience with the Spanish was traumatic. However, the relationship gradually improved where
the Natives were civil with the settlers and even traded with them. The relationship deteriorated
again when the English would behave violently when they were unable to negotiate a trade
agreement with them. The settlers would destroy the Natives’ harvest, forcibly take their food, and
take their land. The hospitality that the Natives provided to the settlers was clearly not reciprocated
and the relationship remained antagonistic.

Problems Facing the Colony
Starvation
While Jamestown was founded on arable land in the operative season for planting and cultivating
crops, the allocation of food and other resources was not always smooth. Administrative problems
and uneven rations caused animosity among settlers and gave considerable power to farmers in
charge of the food supply. The council will have theimportant task of rationing food, preparing for
winter, and ensuring that food is produced as efficiently as possible.
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Winter
As mentioned above, one of the gravest challenges for the colonists of Jamestown is surviving the
winter with limited access to food and resources. All fruits and vegetables must be harvested and
planted before the winter season begins in order to prevent the death and waste of those crops.
Representatives on the Council must determine how to prepare for the cold weather and barren
season, considering topics like food storage, rationing, or trade. Delegates will be given clear
warnings about when the winter season will begin so they can plan for these difficulties.

Conflict with Native Americans
Conflict with Natives certainly complicated matters for the settlers in Jamestown. The tactics
utilized by natives in conflict were very foreign to the English settlers, and with only roughly 100
colonists, Jamestown is certainly outnumbered as well. Conflict arose from multiple sources, but
communication played a large role in the misunderstanding between colonists and the indigenous
people. However, the future of relations with Native Americans are in the hands of the delegates.
Delegates are encouraged to pursue peaceful relations with the indigeneous people they encounter
in Jamestown, as this could prove to be beneficial if and when the colonists find themselves in need
of assistance.
Establishment of Laws and a Lifestyle
The townspeople of Jamestown are looking to the council for direction. With only the roles of each
individual defined and the council itself established,it is important that the direction and efforts of
the colony are made clear to all settlers. What type of lifestyle will the colonists develop? How will
problems be addressed? These choices are all up to the council to decide.
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Questions to Consider
● What should the first priority of the council be?
How will we make decisions as a group?
● How will food be distributed? Will this be
controlled by farmers or the council?
● What types of relations will you pursue with
the Native Peoples? Will you work with them as a
trading ally or keep your distance?
● How can you prepare for winter?
● How will you ensure the long-term survival of
Jamestown?

Committee Direction
Current Situation
We currently find ourselves on May 14, 1607. Now that the settlement has been founded, the
Council must chart a course for both our short-term success and our long-term viability.
Administrative decisions and responsibilities within this colony must be addressed and organized,
as colonists are in need of food and resources. Thecouncil will also run into various difficulties or
opportunities (as announced through crisis updates) and will use debate, directives and/or personal
crisis notes to address them.
A Note on Historical Accuracy
While this committee will follow a similar historical arc to the progression of the Jamestown
Colony in 1607, delegates are in no way limited in their actions by history. All that has happened
up until this point in the settlement in Jamestown is the journey to arrive in North America, the
establishment of the Council, and the beginning steps in settling. Every decision from that point
forward will be in the hands of the delegates, and we will follow the arch of the committee created
by the actions of delegates both in the committee room and in their crisis arcs.
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Committee Procedure
Population Tracker
This committee will operate using a variety of specialized Model UN and crisis procedures in order
to produce the most immersive and delegate-driven experience possible. The first of these
procedures is an ever-changing population tracker. This will be updated constantly, as every action
that results in the loss of a settler (or the birth or travel of new settlers to Jamestown) will result in
the changing of the tracker, which will be shared with the committee upon each change. This
tracker will tell delegates the amount of settlers currently inhabiting Jamestown and include the
specific numbers of men, women and children in the settlement. Members of the committee will be
included in this count, and have the same vulnerabilities that other settlers have.
This tracker will be very important in your effort to sustain the success of Jamestown. Should your
numbers fall too low, important roles could be left unfilled and the settlement could collapse. If the
population grows too much without proper preparedness, resources will become more scarce.
While this is only one indicator of the success of the colony, it is certainly an important one.
Crisis Notes
Delegates have the opportunity to pursue personal or private interests through the usage of crisis
notes. A crisis note is a personal communication written by a delegate that has an effect on the
committee as a whole or can develop their own resources, wealth, knowledge, or power further.
The conference will utilize gmail to send these notes. Delegates are encouraged to add as much
detail and information into these notes as possible to ensure they are properly received and
implemented by the crisis staff. Delegates may also be asked to provide additional information,
elaborate on plans, or given an alternative direction to go towards should their crisis notes not be
accepted in its entirety.
In their welcome emails, each delegate is provided with the beginning of a potential lead to work
towards privately in crisis. It is not enough to send a crisis note saying “begin looking into this
lead.” We would like for you to develop plans to reach that point, including obtaining supplies or
contacts and implementing multiple steps in that process. You can choose to follow that lead, save it
for a later time, or do something entirely different. The choice is yours!
Joint Crisis Notes
Delegates are encouraged to work together with other delegates to pursue private plans through a
joint crisis note. Two or more delegates could create an email group with themselves and the crisis
staff in order to pursue a private agreement that involves sharing resources or results, or carrying
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out a plan or task together. Delegates are encouraged to think creatively about these and are
encouraged to try to write joint crisis notes.
Directives
While crisis notes can be used to pursue private initiatives, directives should be used to pass laws,
initiate plans, or create public policy. Directives will take immediate effect for both the Council and
the settlement as a whole, so be mindful of the potential outcomes of these initiatives. Directives
will be written via Google Docs, and require both sponsors (delegates who contributed written
work or substantial ideas to the document) and signatories (delegates who contributed less
substantial pieces to the document, or delegates who would like to see the document debated) to be
introduced and voted upon. To be passed, directives require a simple majority. Certain actions may
require a ⅔ majority, which will be implemented at the discretion of the chair. Delegates are
encouraged to collaborate with other representatives to create widespread consensus.
Debate
Debate will follow typical crisis committee procedure, moving between moderated and
unmoderated caucuses with occasional round robins or other such motions. Voting procedure
should be commonplace, as multiple directives are expected to be written in each committee
session.
Progression of Time
In addition to the tracker for the population of Jamestown, time will also progress in a dynamic
fashion through this committee. While the progression of time will not follow a strict format or
formula, initiatives like contacting Europe, crop rotations, and seasonal change will be given a very
clear timeline and direction by the crisis team. Delegates will be made aware how long projects will
take and the results that could be expected from them.
This committee begins on May 14, 1607. That means that you are entering into a fruitful farming
season with long days and ample sunlight. Use this time wisely. Winter is coming, and it will be
unforgiving if delegates do not prepare correctly.
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Positions
Robert Hunt, Preacher
Hunt is a preacher in the Anglican church, and is the representative of the church on
the council. He believes that the church should be the centerpiece of the society and
that the colonists should prioritize construction of a church.
Thomas Jacob, Sergeant (Police)
Jacob’s role in the town is to head up the police station. There are two deputies working
for Jacob that he can designate to carry out certain responsibilities of the police. While
the council holds the responsibility of creating laws, Jacob is responsible for their
enforcement.
William Garrett, Bricklayer
William Garrett is an experienced bricklayer who is incredibly skilled in building
structures for the colony. While he is not the only bricklayer, he is an expert in the field
and a trusted authority. He has one apprentice working with him.
Edward Brookes, Farmer (livestock)
Brookes is one of multiple farmers in Jamestown, and is responsible for taking care of
livestock. He has chickens and two cows. In addition, he has some grains and small
vegetables.
Thomas Cassen, Doctor
Cassen is a well-trained doctor, and one of two doctors in the colony. He does not have a
speciality, but is known to believe in homeopathic medicine and the power of natural
sources. He has a small stash of medical supplies, but would not be able to treat severe
issues.
Richard Dixon, Cartographer
As a cartographer, Dixon can easily read and interpret maps, including some (but not
all) maps from other societies. Dixon can also make maps, and could be useful in
understanding the terrain and makeup of the colony and its surrounding areas.
John Herd, Lumberjack
Herd is an incredibly strong lumberjack responsible for helping with the gathering of
resources and supplies. He has a well-sharpened axe that can take down a tree, and is one
of the physically strongest men in Jamestown. He isn’t the best at building houses or
structures, but he can be helpful in the process and do small things by himself.
John Martin, Ship Captain
John Martin is one of the ship captains to remain on the Council, and has access to
information regarding the ship’s contents, whereabouts, and possible excursions via the
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ship. He is the only member of the colony who can access his ship freely, and is skilled in
navigation and tracking weather.
John Short, Translator
John Short is a translator that can communicate with the indigenous people
surrounding Jamestown. He is not fluent in their language, but is able to communicate
with some words, symbols, and gestures. He has an apprentice, and is an advocate for
communicating and collaborating with the Native Americans.
Richard Mutton, Young boy
Richard Mutton is a young boy (13 to be exact), who was thought to be a bright child so
was given an observatory role on the council (he still has all the privileges of a council
member). Mutton is friends with many children in the colony, and is extremely sneaky.
He resides with his father, who is not represented on the council.
George Kendall, Farmer
Kendall is another farmer in Jamestown responsible for much of the vegetables for the
colony. Kendall has corn, wheat, barley, squash, and other vegetables. He has a large
swath of land, and two people helping him work it.
Thomas Emry, Carpenter
Thomas Emry is a carpenter in Jamestown responsible for building furniture and other
supplies for the colonists. Emry also can work on houses, and is skilled with
woodworking. He is close friends with the lumberjack, and has equipment necessary to
work on these projects.
William Love, Tailor
William Love is the tailor for the town and is responsible for making clothing and linens
for the townspeople. Love has two people working with him to make these materials,
and has access to sewing materials and embroidery. William Love is also known to have a
certain flair and style, and encourages colonists to be bold with their fashion choices.
William Smethes, Apothecary
William Smethes is the town apothecary, and operates the town pharmacy. He works
closely with the doctors of the council, and has access to certain naturally occurring
herbs, spices and plants that are known to help with certain health problems. Smethes is
the only one with access to the wide array of resources in the pharmacy.
William White, Teacher
William White is an elderly teacher in Jamestown, and works closely with the children
of the colony to help them learn in subjects like writing, reading, math and social
sciences. While he is disliked by many of the town children, he is respected as an elder
and a wise person for the town to turn to.
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Matthew Morton, Merchant/Trader
Matthew Morton is a trader and a merchant, who sells imported goods and spices.
While it is difficult to get products over to the colony, Morton has considerable wealth
and political power in Great Britain due to his wealth. The journey to the new world is a
thrill seeking venture for him, as he helped to finance the trip.
Robert Ford, Farmer
Like the other farmers, Robert Ford has a large swath of land to his name and has two
men helping him work the fields. He has other vegetables and herbs, and helps to supply
the pharmacy. Ford’s farm lies near the water, and he is known to try to fish in the
surrounding water to help develop the food supply.
William Laxon, Explorer
William Laxon is an explorer who is known to be eager to explore the area around the
colony. A huge advocate for peace with the natives, Laxon is known to try to make
diplomatic missions and learn the landscape of the area. Laxon works closely with the
town cartographer.
Thomas Sands, Blacksmith
Thomas Sands is the town blacksmith, tasked with making small weapons for the town
and other materials like tools made from metal. Sands has a large workshop and one
apprentice. Sands is also very picky about who he sells his weaponry to, and does not
like to do business with those he cannot trust.
Francis Midwinter, Representative of the Crown
Francis Midwinter is the representative of James VI and the British Crown in the New
World. His responsibility is to ensure that everything being done in the colony is done
with the intent of bringing fame and glory upon the crown and making sure that the
long term success of the colony is prioritized over short-term gains.
Jonas Profit, Fisherman
Jonas Profit is the town fisherman. While Robert Ford likes to dabble in fishing, Profit
is a bonafide professional. He supplies much of the fish for the town, which has become
a main source of their food. He also leads expeditions into the water on a small fishing
boat, and has a close friend he fishes with.
John Stevenson, Hunter
Just as Profit is the town fisherman, John Stevenson is the hunter for the colony. He
leads expeditions into the wilderness to hunt for small game like rabbits, deer and
squirrels. Stevenson’s job is especially important, as if he does not bring in enough game,
the town could go hungry. He also has a close friend that he works with.
Benjamin Best, Journalist
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Benjamin Best is a journalist who made the journey to Jamestown with the intention of
making sure that the colony is operated fairly and justly. While there is no town paper or
publication (yet), Best is committed to making sure the truth is heard by the average
townspeople.
George Walker, Surgeon
George Walker is the town surgeon, who has access to numbing medicine and is well
trained in medicine. While we hope to never need the surgeon to do their work, the
surgeon is especially helpful in treating patients if the other doctor ever gets
overworked, and is known to be one of the smartest men in Jamestown.
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